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PRESS RELEASE
CT DELIVERS BAKU 2015 CEREMONIES

EMBARGOED UNTIL 9 JULY 2015
Baku, 1 July 2015
A spectacular two hour Opening Ceremony featuring US
pop star Lady Gaga, inspired by Azerbaijani culture and
starring more than 6,000 athletes from 50 countries in
front of 68,000 enthralled spectators, launched the
inaugural European Games in Baku.
The Ceremony, held in Azerbaijan’s ancient city Baku,
featured the history of the nation, its paintings, poetry
and industries represented by images and shape
shifting scenes using special effects on the stage set
designed as the shores of the Caspian sea.
The Opening Ceremony is the latest in a long list of major Ceremonies delivered by Creative Technology (CT) which
includes the last three summer Games alongside Commonwealth, Asian and Arab Games in India and the Middle
East. The Opening also represented the culmination of over a years’ work for Creative Technology in the negotiation,
planning and ultimately delivery of many aspects of the Games in Baku.
CT was contracted by production company FiveCurrents to deliver two key elements of the Ceremonies production. A
full video production and playback solution was provided for both Ceremonies and the entire rehearsal period. The
system included CT’s Flagship Kahuna switching system along with cameras, dual EVS machines, multiple photon
servers and a complex signal distribution infrastructure throughout the Stadium and broadcast compounds. CT’s
systems fed the Stadium LED boards, ribbon display and dramatic LED pillows cladding the outside of the stadium.
CT aditionally handled all direct play in to broadcast and delivery of numerous production monitoring and stage
management feeds and produced a highlights package for replay on the Stadium screens during audience walk out.
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The CT package was dramatically expanded for the Closing Ceremony with the provision of three sculpted Buta
2
stages (the national symbol of Azerbaijan) decked with a custom manufactured LED floor product. 450m of NX7 LED
floor was installed and tested over a 24 hour period. The new product commisoned for this project and now added to
CT’s rental stock provides an outdoor capable non-slip surface. Unlike other LED flooring systems the NX7 has a non
reflective surface and almost invisible seams providing an alternative to the traditional tiled and reflective solutions
from other suppliers. The option of a glass overlay makes the new product capable of operating in either mode.
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Laura Vallis
Director of Marketing and Communications
lvallis@ctlondon.com
+44 (0)1293 582000
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Editors Notes:

About Creative Technology
CT is one of the world’s leading suppliers of specialist Audio Visual equipment to the sports, corporate, exhibition and
entertainment industries. CT’s bespoke events staging services bring together advice, support and equipment of the
highest quality, providing everything from large screen displays to content delivery systems.
CT's global reputation for unparalleled levels of customer service results from our innovative application of the latest
technology alongside the very best technical and operational personnel. With inventoried offices in Europe, the USA, the
Middle East and Asia Pacific regions, CT has established itself as a market leader utilising the strong relationship
between the international offices.
Further information about Creative Technology is available at www.ct-group.com.

About Sports Technology
Sports Technology provides a unique service to major multi-sports events combining system design, management
and delivery solutions for Sports Presentation and associated AV disciplines.
Sports Technology has the skills, knowledge and confidence to engage with sponsors, stakeholders and suppliers to
deliver maximum impact with minimal disruption. By combining international experience with local suppliers, Sports
Technology can build the framework to deliver a cost effective, environmentally friendly World Class AV Technology
solution.
Further information about Sports Technology is available at http://sportstech.uk.com
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